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Economic fundamentals driving markets 
The US and the global economy are currently experiencing a “sudden stop” in growth as 
efforts to combat the spread of the coronavirus increase and social distancing becomes 
more pervasive in our communities.  Social distancing and work from home policies are 
designed to help mitigate some of the more negative potential health outcomes.  If the virus 
spread is left unchecked, patients that develop the COVID-19 disease will potentially 
overwhelm the capacity of the healthcare system to provide care.  Slowing the rate of 
spread of the virus should slow the rising number of seriously ill patients and relieve 
pressure on hospital critical care capacity.  The experience with this virus in other countries 
indicates that adequate critical care capacity is very important in minimizing fatalities.  
South Korea, which has been successful in slowing the spread of the virus, is reporting a 
fatality rate as a percentage of confirmed cases of approximately 1%.1 The same measure 
in Italy, where the virus spread much more aggressively, is approximately 8%.2 The chart 
shown here from the Imperial College London shows the modeled impact of various 
containment strategies on the spread of the virus.

Figure 1: Impact of alternate strategies to manage the coronavirus

• Surge critical care bed capacity • Do nothing • Case isolation
• Case isolation and household quarantine • Closing schools and universities
• Case isolation, home quarantine and social distancing of >70s
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Source: Imperial College London, March 16, 2020. https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/
gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-NPI-modelling-16-03-2020.pdf.
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19, 2020.
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Another benefit of containing the spread of the virus is to buy time for designing a better 
testing solution, finding more effective treatments, or ultimately creating a vaccine that will 
vastly improve the outcome of this pandemic. 

For all these reasons, policy makers are moving to aggressively control the virus, despite the 
likely impact on economic growth.  We do believe the growth impact will be severe.  There 
are many uncertainties currently, but IFI is forecasting an historic drop in growth as 
containment measures are implemented.  Much of this impact will be in Q1 in China, and in 
Q2 in the US and Europe.

Table 1: Coronavirus impact on global growth outlook

 Q1 QoQ 
annualized

Q2 QoQ
annualized 2020 year

Revision down to  
2020 due to coronavirus

United States 0.0% -13.0% -1.0% -3.0%

Eurozone -4.5% -16.0% -2.5% -3.5%

China -12% +3.0% +2.0% -4.0%
Source: Invesco estimates, March 19, 2020.

The recovery from this sharp downward shock is dependent on how well the spread of 
the virus is contained, how quickly countries will be able to ease up on social distancing 
and implement impactful, growth-oriented policies.  There are many unknowns, but we 
are cautiously optimistic that we will be successful in containing the spread of the virus 
and hopeful we will begin to pivot toward more growth-oriented policies toward the end 
of Q2. 

Things that we are watching to assess the situation:
+ Will the US and Europe be effective in containing the virus?  China and Korea both seem to have 

been able to contain the viral spread.  We are watching Italy carefully to understand how 
successful containment strategies will be in the US and Europe.  We are watching for a 
substantive drop in daily new cases over the next week in Italy since Italy was the first European 
country to embrace aggressive containment.

+ How successful will China be in restarting its economy after stabilizing the amount of infection?
China is six weeks or so ahead of the US and Europe in dealing with this infection.  It will be a 
positive sign if China is able to restart its economy successfully while controlling infections. We 
are closely following the potential for a second wave of cases in countries where self-isolation 
has been so effective that herd immunity has not yet been reached.

+ Improvements in medical care for COVID-19 patients could improve outcomes and allow less 
draconian containment strategies, which should improve growth outcomes. 

We are looking for some of the improvements outlined above before adding portfolio 
risk.  Stabilization of the infection rate in the US and Europe should help reduce the 
uncertainty surrounding the path of this virus, and that should be a positive for markets.

Building risk of a financial crisis
This very sharp contraction in growth is pressuring all participants in the global economy, 
and creating funding needs for corporations, small businesses, and households.  It is vitally 
important that these funding needs be met to ensure that the exogenous economic shock 
that the US economy is experiencing does not migrate into a financial crisis, which would 
likely further pressure economic growth.

The US economy is dependent on banks and other financial market participants to help 
meet the economy’s funding needs in this current sudden stop environment.  It is our belief 
that certain regulatory features are preventing the banks from performing this role in the 
financial system.  The regulatory structure limits the ability of banks to expand their balance 
sheets in response to large demand for credit as the economy sharply slows.  In recent 
days, the US Federal Reserve (Fed) has introduced a number of programs including buying 
mortgages and programs to support the commercial paper market, but the financial system 
does not seem to be able to transmit this into the real economy effectively. (Please see  
Targeted Support from the US Federal Reserve, Invesco, March 19, 2020). 

A perfect example of this phenomenon is the commercial paper market, where market 
making almost completely stopped this week.  When the shortest maturity, high quality 
corporate commercial paper does not have an effective market, this likely has large knock-
on effects across the rest of bond markets, and all capital markets.  
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Deteriorating liquidity in all fixed income markets, particularly credit markets, increases the 
potential risk of a financial crisis.  It is important that central banks use all the tools available 
to them to help return liquidity to the market.  The European Central Bank made an 
important move this week, introducing the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program - a 
€750 billion facility to public sector and corporate securities.   We expect the Fed and other 
central banks to continue to move to address liquidity, and our base case is that we will not 
see a full-blown financial crisis that magnifies the fundamental economic crisis that we are 
experiencing. 

Investment outlook
Tight financial conditions and uncertainty regarding the path of economic fundamentals are 
driving elevated market volatility, making investing difficult.  Valuations are clearly compelling 
in a number of asset classes relative to a month ago, in our view.  We favor using a 
framework that looks to infection rates in the US and Europe to understand developing 
fundamentals as a necessary requirement for putting risk assets to work.  In addition, we view 
proactive central banks as necessary to help the financial markets navigate through this 
current sudden stop.  Attractive investment opportunities are likely to be available as we start 
to get clarity on the outcomes of government strategies to flatten the infection curve. We 
believe this will provide a better indication of the business disruption time frame to factor into 
our growth projections. 

Sector focus – Structured securities
Credit oriented mortgage and asset-backed securities face similar challenges to other asset 
classes as many sectors contend with the uncertain duration and impact of the coronavirus 
on our economy. While falling oil prices don’t negatively affect our sector as much as they 
do certain corporate sectors, the upheaval creates additional uncertainty. Substantial 
curtailment of employment as well as corporate activity impacts our sectors to different, but 
significant degrees. Our team is focused on bottom-up credit research while leaning on our 
macro research team to help us think through possible outcomes as the crisis and response 
evolves. While structured securities entered this crisis more conservatively underwritten 
than in 2008, we do not rely on that fact to provide certainty. Our team of credit analysts 
and portfolio managers are continuing to monitor and react to changing credit conditions in 
the portfolios they manage. Liquidity in the credit oriented sectors is very challenged in this 
environment, even for high quality bonds.

Agency mortgage backed securities (MBS) spreads have widened substantially over the past 
few months to levels greater than anything seen since the global financial crisis. Part of this 
spread widening has been due to general pressure on spread product as investors flock to 
US Treasuries and cash, and the other part has been due to increased prepayment risk as 
US Treasury and mortgage rates decline. We have seen substantial declines in rates, with 7-
year Treasuries currently yielding 1.0% and the par mortgage coupon at approximately 
2.25-2.50%.3 Expected prepayments from mortgage refinancing will likely rise as the
vast majority of the mortgage market is well over par, yet there are a few key areas of 
support for Agency MBS that cause us to have a positive view on this sector. First, the US 
government has pledged to purchase at least USD200 billion of Agency MBS in the coming 
months.4 At the current rate of USD80 billion per month, purchases may exceed USD200 
billion as the US government is wholeheartedly supporting the mortgage and housing 
markets. This support, in addition to what we view as attractive spreads, leads us to expect 
potential tightening in Agency mortgage spreads over the next few months.

Asset-backed securities (ABS), while generally representing the largest AAA rated 
component of any structured credit sector, have not been immune to spread widening 
due to reduced demand, increased uncertainty and greater liquidity challenges. At current 
generous spread levels, we have a favorable view of traditional ABS (autos and credit cards) 
but are generally still very cautious on esoteric ABS (aircraft, containers, timeshares, etc.), 
even at much wider spreads. 

Rob Waldner
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Head of Macro Research
+1 404 439 4844
robert.waldner@invesco.com
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Senior Client Portfolio Manager
+1 404 439 4843
greg.seals@invesco.com

3 & 4:  Bloomberg, L.P., March 19, 2020.
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Investment risks
The value of investments and any income will fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate 
fluctuations) and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to 
future returns. 
 Fixed-income investments are subject to credit risk of the issuer and the effects of changing interest 
rates. Interest rate risk refers to the risk that bond prices generally fall as interest rates rise and vice versa. 
An issuer may be unable to meet interest and/or principal payments, thereby causing its instruments to 
decrease in value and lowering the issuer’s credit rating. The values of junk bonds fluctuate more than 
those of high quality bonds and can decline significantly over short time periods. 
 The risks of investing in securities of foreign issuers, including emerging market issuers, can include 
fluctuations in foreign currencies, political and economic instability, and foreign taxation issues. 
 The performance of an investment concentrated in issuers of a certain region or country is expected to 
be closely tied to conditions within that region and to be more volatile than more geographically diversified 
investments. 
 Mortgage- and asset-backed securities, which are subject to call (prepayment) risk, reinvestment risk 
and extension risk. These securities are also susceptible to an unexpectedly high rate of defaults on the 
mortgages held by a mortgage pool, which may adversely affect their value. The risk of such defaults 
depends on the quality of the mortgages underlying such security, the credit quality of its issuer or 
guarantor, and the nature and structure of its credit support. 
 Asset-backed securities are subject to prepayment or call risk, which is the risk that the borrower’s 
payments may be received earlier or later than expected. 
 Commodities may subject an investor to greater volatility than traditional securities such as stocks and 
bonds and can fluctuate significantly based on weather, political, tax, and other regulatory and market 
developments.

Important information
This document is for Qualified Investors in Switzerland, Professional Clients only in Dubai, 
Continental Europe and the UK; for Institutional Investors only in the United States and Australia; 
in New Zealand for wholesale investors (as defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act); for 
Professional Investors in Hong Kong; for Qualified Institutional Investors in Japan; in Taiwan for 
Qualified Institutions/Sophisticated Investors; in Singapore for Institutional/Accredited Investors; 
for Qualified Institutional Investors and/or certain specific institutional investors in Thailand; in 
Canada, this document is restricted to Accredited Investors as defined under National Instrument 
45-106. It is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon by, the public or retail
investors. Please do not redistribute this document.

For the distribution of this document, Continental Europe is defined as Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. 

This does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy or product for a particular 
investor. Investors should consult a financial professional before making any investment decisions. 

This overview contains general information only and does not take into account individual objectives, 
taxation position or financial needs. Nor does this constitute a recommendation of the suitability of any 
investment strategy or product for a particular investor. Investors should consult a financial professional 
before making any investment decisions. It is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to 
buy or sell any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy to any person in any 
jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it would be 
unlawful to market such an offer or solicitation. It does not form part of any prospectus. While great 
care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, no responsibility can 
be accepted for any errors, mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. 

The opinions expressed are that of Invesco Fixed Income and may differ from the opinions of other 
Invesco investment professionals. Opinions are based upon current market conditions, and are subject 
to change without notice. 

As with all investments, there are associated inherent risks. Please obtain and review all financial 
material carefully before investing. Asset management services are provided by Invesco in accordance 
with appropriate local legislation and regulations. 

This material may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are “forward-looking 
statements.” These include, among other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of income, yield or 
return or future performance targets. These forward-looking statements are based upon certain 
assumptions, some of which are described herein. Actual events are difficult to predict and may 
substantially differ from those assumed. All forward-looking statements included herein are based on 
information available on the date hereof and Invesco assumes no duty to update any forward-looking 
statement. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections can be 
realized, that forward-looking statements will materialize or that actual returns or results will not be 
materially lower than those presented. 

By accepting this document, you consent to communicate with us in English, unless you inform us 
otherwise. 

All information is sourced from Invesco, unless otherwise stated. All data as of March 20, 2020 
unless otherwise stated. All data is USD, unless otherwise stated. 
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consider its appropriateness having regard to their investment objectives, financial situation and needs. 
You should note that this information: 

— may contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian dollars; 
 — may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with Australian law or 
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— may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency denominated investments; and 
— does not address Australian tax issues.
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Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000, Australia, which holds an Australian Financial Services Licence 
number 239916.
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